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Aim 

|  Explain the structure of SBs that a project 
with 12m+ACA needs. 

|  Details on the 12m SB 

|  Details on the ACA SB 

|  TOTAL POWER SB DETAILS TO BE COVERED BY 
YU-NUNG. 



This example SB 

|  Contains one source in1 SG using FDM 
mode, with multi-pointings (mosaic). 

|  Needs  

{  1 SB for 12m Array  

1 SB for ACA 

2 SB for TP (1 for Amp Cal and 1 for Science). 



Generalities of Phase I 



Generalities of Phase I 



Defining Array 



12m and ACA Array SBs 

|  Queries for calibrators: 
{  Search radius 

{  s/n ratio 

{  Elevation restrictions 

{  OT defines the integration time. 

Distance to planets for flux calibrators needs to be 
checked as well. 

 

Different calibrators can be picked depending on 
epoch of SB execution. 



On calibrators 

|  Flux extrapolations (used as criteria): 
flux=flux_f0 (f_g/f_0) ^ -0.7 

|  Scripts will make sure that calibrators reach: 

|  Bandpass: 50-sigma per antenna/BB/
64channels/pol in 15 min or less. Where 
pol=2, BB=4 

|  Phase cal: 15-sigma 



… 

|  If for B9 no sources are found using the 
criteria, we have to select a source explicitly 
(the brightest one in the catalog for phase 
calibrators and one using a grid for 
bandpass). 



Not-queries 

|  Apart from the calibrators, everything else is 
set fixed in the SB: 

{  Spectral setup 

{  Control parameters for sources: 

|  Time on source 

|  Cycle time 

|  Subscan duration, etc. 

POINTING STRATEGY THE SAME AS CYCLE 0. 



Pointing parameters 



Tsys 

|  In Cycle 1 OT, the tsys is defined implicitly, so 
it does not need to be set by the P2G 
member. 

|  Tsys is calculated as in Cycle 0: 

{  128 channels in TDM mode, later 
extrapolated to cover 4096 channels in 2GHz 
bandwidth. Frequencies defined in science 
spectral setup. 

PI DOES NOT NEED TO CHECK ON THIS. 



Control parameters 

THE SAME FOR BOTH ARRAYS 



Simulations, 12m and 
ACA arrays 



PI talks to the CS 

|  Doubts about the bandpass accuracy. 

|  s/n ratio reach for all the calibrators. 

|  Double checking that the spectral windows 
bandwidth, channels, frequencies etc is 
correct. 

|  Order of mosaic pointings, subscan duration 
on it, etc. 



Notes 

|  Multiple tunnings, by setting multiple source 
velocities are possible.  è multiple SBs 

|  Dopple correction: we assume OT handles it 
well. Except for high-z objects. For this, 
check with your CS. 



Changes requested by 
the PI 

|  1/3 of the PB it is a minor change and can 
be done by the P2G member. 

|  Another spw is a mayor change. Contact 
via help desk. TO be decided by JAO. 

|  If possible, all the interactions with the PI 
should be via help desk. 

 Face to face always possible for local PIs. 


